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Traffic Central is a suite of traffic management solutions built to seamlessly 
integrate your traffic control devices, traffic data, processes, internal 
systems, and external data sources into a single, easy-to-use, map-based 
interface.

Traffic Central scales to your organization’s size and needs, ranging from 
a small cloud-based application to an on-premise customized advanced 
traffic management system (ATMS), handling thousands of devices, permits, 
issues, and incidents.

•PERMIT MANAGEMENT: The Permit Central module for Traffic Central 
allows for roadway permit applicants (e.g. construction, oversize vehicles, 
utility maintenance) to apply for permission to use the right-of-way. It displays 
approved permits by time and location, guiding applicants to make optimal 
selections for their submissions. It guides both the applicant and reviewer, 
ensuring transparency throughout the approval process.

•PUBLIC TRAVEL INFO: Our popular travel information portal, Municipal511, 
shares your municipality’s road closures, and construction, incidents with the 
public and your partner agencies. In addition, you can provide access to traffic 
camera images, road conditions, messages displayed on variable message 
signs, and more.

•DEVICE CONTROL: Sensors, cameras, VMS, signals, and more can be 
integrated to collect data, view contextual information, and provide control 
in Traffic Central. The system allows you to track incidents and construction, 
create dashboards and reports, and monitor maintenance issues.

•TRAFFIC DATA: Upload your manual data, loop counts, turning movement 
data, and bike/pedestrian counts into one system, Examine all traffic signal 
statistics alongside your 24/7 sensor data. View speed reports, segment 
metrics, turning movement diagrams, vehicle classification graphs. Seamlessly 
share your traffic data with your partner agencies.

TALK TO US
Reach out to us to explore how Traffic Central can help you better manage 
your traffic systems and devices today.

Web-based integration of traffic systems, permits, data and devices.
Traffic Central

POPULAR MODULES 
 þ Variable message sign control 

& automation
 þ CCTV cameras
 þ Travel time tracking & display
 þ Maintenance notifications & 

tracking
 þ Queue detection
 þ Public website and social 

media output
 þ Customized modules
 þ … and many more

ABOUT TRANSNOMIS

We help hundreds of North 
American municipalities, counties 
and road authorities of all sizes 
deploy advanced digital traffic 
management and permitting 
solutions that help build smarter, 
safer and connected communities.  
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